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Abstract—In this paper, we report recent research activities
under the integrated project, Live Staging of Media Events
(LIVE), which is funded under European Framework-6 Programme, and illustrate how a new LIVE TV broadcasting and
content production concept can be introduced to improve the
existing TV broadcasting services. In comparison with existing
TV content production technologies, we show case that LIVE
TV broadcasting format could achieve a range of significant
advantages, which can be highlighted as: (i) real-time interaction
between TV content production team and viewers to ensure the
best possible entertainment experiences and to allow viewers not
only to view but also to participate, to influence and to control;
(ii) the traditional concept of TV content director can be changed
to a TV content conductor, where live TV broadcasting can be
conducted on real-time bases and existing content materials can
be conducted into multi-streams of TV broadcasting, providing
variety of choices to allow the audience to make their own preferences in watching TV programs; (iii) introduction of significant
intelligence in terms of content analysis and behavior analysis
etc. to further improve the quality of services based on the fundamental concept of LIVE project. When tested under field trials
for 2008 Olympic Games by ORF, the developed LIVE system
has illustrated great potential as well as significant promises to
improve the TV broadcasting services not only in terms of the
interaction formats, but also in terms of viewing experiences as
well as the style of content productions and preparations.
Index Terms—Intelligent TV, interactive TV, semantics-based
video processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE EU IST project LIVE investigates novel iTV formats,
production methods and tools for staging of live media
events in a professional broadcast environment. The vision of
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LIVE is to change the role of the traditional live TV Director to
become a future Video Conductor communicating in real-time
with his audience. The concept of “video conducting” can be
understood in synergy to a modern day operatic performances
on screen. To deliver live staging performances, the Conductor
must in real-time direct the actors on stage, the orchestra in the
pit, and respond to the audience’s mood to ensure a highest possible quality of entertainment.
In LIVE, the Video Conductor is in the real-time environment
of a live TV broadcast, who is asked to ensure a quality of drama
through the use of parallel video streams to create a live video
show. The Video Conductor can synchronize and link the parallel video streams at special points in time to allow the viewers
to switch channels corresponding to their interests or mood [1].
The Video Conductor will be able to stage in real-time multiple interlinked streams, in response to the audience’s mood and
changes of interests yet in the same time a quality of entertainment show is ensured. The benefits for the public will be deeper
emotional and intellectual experiences by mood-based navigation through interlinked video streams and services tailored for
the audience’s interests. The creative innovation behind LIVE is
the development of a novel audio-visual language called “video
conducting”. The Video Conductor not only links the audio-visual frames in a horizontal but also in a vertical manner in real
time to create an audio-visual Net-Composition. The vertical
connections are not planned in detail beforehand, but will follow
the creative spontaneous impulses of the video conductor while
listening to his audience. This novel production method will
allow the video conductor to improvise and break up the traditional rigid structure of horizontal linear storytelling. The novel
LIVE iTV format can be best described as a constantly changing
and growing net-composition around mass media events (e.g.
Political elections, Olympic Games, natural disasters and war)
by linking dynamically (on the fly) live multi-stream media with
archived material and to spontaneously respond to the feedback
of the audience [2].
Currently, in the time critical production process of live
broadcasting, there is little time for the director and the production team to search databases for new materials, and thus
archival content is normally pre-selected. This places a constraint on the ability of the production team to respond to the
feedback of the audience in real time to satisfy their requests,
to respond to unforeseen events and to satisfy creative impulses
during a live broadcast. The technical innovation behind LIVE
is the capability to analyze, link and recommend content from
multiple content sources in a spontaneous and fast moving
environment of the live broadcast [3]. The LIVE system during
the live broadcast automatically analyzes and aligns content
from the multiple incoming streams and other available mate-
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rials pre-selected from archives. Additionally, feedback coming
in from the TV viewers (such as explicit requests, voting and
implicit switching behavior etc.) is also analyzed. The meaningful connections between viewer preferences and analyzed
video materials are then processed in real-time and fed back to
the control room to support the production process.
Such proposed LIVE concept has been tested during 2008
Olympic games in Beijing, and an Olympic field trial has been
carried out in Austria by the public Austrian TV Station ORF,
which delivered a successful real-time LIVE broadcasting entertainment with the help of LIVE production system in a closedwall IPTV environment for 500 participating end viewers. The
expected impact of the LIVE project is the creation of a new
broadcasting concept and introduction of a new market sector
in the digital iTV industry: intelligent and interactive Television
Services for the public media consumers.
The existing state of the art relevant to the LIVE broadcast
and production concept is represented by digital interactive TV
formats, such as those being used by BBC via their UGC Hub
[3], CNN via their iReport [4], NBC via its Olympic Broadband Portal [5], and Sky News [5] via its live news coverage facilities etc. In comparison with the concept of LIVE, however,
all the existing interactive formats are limited to the nature of
being “off-line,” where audience’s involvement is primarily facilitated via web portal. Such an off-line interaction has a range
of drawbacks, which can be highlighted as: (i) lack of guidelines
and focus, result of which brings enormous unsolicited materials
and thus creating serious problems for broadcasters in terms of
editing or pre-filtering costs, making it no cheaper than the conventional and traditional journalism; (ii) lack of real-time involvement from the audience for live debate about the running
production by giving live feedback to the director who may alter
the running news program; (iii) although the audience is allowed
to filter the content according to their interests and change the
size of the parallel videos on TV screens with NBC’s interaction production, the role of the director is essentially unchanged,
due to the fact that NBC director is still not able to stage multiple interlinked streams on real-time basis and hence respond
to the audience’s mood, yet in the same time, ensure the quality
of video production. In contrast, the iTV format implemented
by the LIVE consortium allows the audience to influence the
live show by giving live feedback directly to the director and
production team in the control room. The novel multi-perspective iTV format, production method and LIVE tools enable the
Video Conductor to create intelligent and interactive TV services with the essential advantage that feedback from the audience can be spontaneously reacted to.
On the other hand, advance of digital technology, computer
science, and semantics-based multimedia content processing
has made it closer to reality for interactive and intelligent TV
technologies. Representative work include video-on-demand
[12], personalization of broadcasting services [6], interactive
broadcasting [7]–[10], [13], [14], [61], anytime TV [11], [16]
and metadata analysis towards semantics-based audiovisual information descriptions [15], [62] etc. In comparison with LIVE,
the unique feature provided by LIVE is the coordinated efforts
between TV broadcasters and computer scientists towards full
exploitation of existing advancement of digital technology
in digital media processing for intelligent and interactive TV
content productions.
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To provide a comprehensive picture about the LIVE broadcasting iTV format and its production concept, we present the
rest of the paper in four sections, where Section II describes
the LIVE tools towards interactive TV production, Section III
present the LIVE technologies developed under the integrated
project towards intelligent TV production, Section IV reports
the results of field trial during the Olympic Games 2008 and finally, Section V provides concluding remarks.
II. LIVE INTERACTIVE TV PRODUCTION
The introduction of interactive TV [1], [2] opens up new opportunities in the existing world of TV services. The interactive
TV applications enable consumers to actively provide feedback
on the TV programs. In this way, the consumers’ behavior including content or channel preferences can be tracked, collected
by the application, and hence fed-back to the content producer.
The information on the TV audience’s preferences will not only
be used for the planning of the future TV programs, but also be
exploited during the production process of the live programs,
such as sport transmission and news coverage etc. Such a concept would require that the user feedback is collected in real
time and that the whole content delivery process is adapted to
effectively by using this new information. The collection of user
feedback through the ipTV application will enable modeling
and tracking of the TV viewers within the TV production, and
personalized content production for the target viewer groups.
User modeling and personalized content selection is used
in a number of fields such as web documents, e-mail, news,
multimedia, TV programs, music, et al. [3]. Personalization
within the interactive TV domain is usually done on the level of
selecting a suitable program or channel out of a set of available
channels for the individual viewer, and this service is called
personalized electronic program guide (pEPG) [4]. To be able
to provide recommendations, the system must derive user’s
preferences towards content, which is done through analysis
of viewer’s past interaction with the TV content. The recommender system must thus track what the user is watching and
collect viewers’ feedback. The content-based recommender
then learns the profile of the user’s interest based on the features
present in the past items that the user has explicitly rated or
consumed. The content item is then compared to the user model
and thus rated for each individual consumer.
A. Live System
The IST-FP6 project “LIVE: Live Staging of Media Events”
[7] is developing a production support system which will
provide personalized content recommendations as well as an
overview about viewers’ feedback for the production team
in real-time. The basic difference to the existing iTV recommender systems is that LIVE provides personalization of the
program content itself during the live production [5] along with
selection among a set of available program items.
Fig. 1 shows a conceptual diagram of a LIVE Feedback
system, which was employed during the production of the
Olympic Games 2008 trials for live broadcasting at the Austrian Broadcasting Company (ORF), one of the user partners
inside the LIVE consortium. The main components are described as follows:
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Fig. 1. Illustration of LIVE Feedback System.

• Consumer’s ipTV application, which is capable of displaying the notifications (questions) sent by the Director
to a specific group of the audience, and to return feedback
information.
• Real-time notification and feedback channel, which
transfers the viewers’ actions to the TV production team.
The ipTV solution of Telekom Austria is modified and
integrated with the LIVE production support system to
display notifications (messages) from the production to
the viewers, to transfer the viewer actions (responses to
the voting and channel switch information) and to the TV
production studio.
• Feedback collection and analysis services, which contains software tools developed by the LIVE team to provide
real-time analysis of the audience, including their preferences and responses to the LIVE interaction mechanism.
• Feedback application (GUI) is developed as a front-end
application which allows setting up the analysis parameters
and graphically displays the results to the production team.
Content-level interaction for the viewer is enabled by the
feedback channel, through which the viewer can influence the
actual live TV content in the following manner: (i) Guided navigation through content (“switch” invitations) is offered to the
viewers, where a message is displayed to inform the viewers
about the content available on different sub-channel when the
topic of the sub-channel changes. The message includes the invitation to instantly switch to proposed sub-channel by simply
pressing the OK button. In effect, the production team can create
a consistent story composed from several content items on different sub-channels, and guide the audience or structure the audience within several channels; (ii) Content selection by voting,
where the Director is specifying several possibilities for the continuation of the live show, and the viewers are able to vote for
their preferred content. After the votes are processed, the director can follow a popular opinion and show the preferred content. Through voting, a single viewer is able to influence the
decision on the future content of a channel, which means that
interaction between the viewers and the content producers is
achieved; (iii) Information flashes are set up by the production team to provide additional information for the content to
be broadcasted.
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The interactive options for the consumer are part of a new
Video Conductor’s vocabulary, and by using the tools like polls,
switch proposals and information flashes, the production team
is able to start a productive dialog between the Director and
the Audience, and use the real-time feedback as a guide for
the content production. Under the LIVE interaction scheme, a
number of modalities are analyzed in real time and presented to
the Video Conductor, which include: i) Number of viewers per
channel, ii) Preferences of the channel audience, iii) Analysis of
the user groups on an observed channel, iv) Trends of viewers,
and v) Voting statistics.
The analysis is based on the feedback which is collected from
every individual viewer and then integrated over channel audience. Two basic forms of consumers’ feedback were applied
within LIVE system, which include: (i) Explicit user feedback
by voting, where the viewer can choose one from the set of
provided answers, and these answers were defined on-the-fly in
the live production; and (ii) Implicit user feedback by tracking
channel switches, where the switching between channels is collected by the system and the watching times are collected for
each sub-channel.
B. Feedback Analysis
The consumer feedback is analyzed by the Feedback Analysis System and presented to the Director, in which the essential
components include channel statistics, change rate of viewers,
viewer group analysis and average relevance. Details of such
analysis are given below.
Channel statistics are estimated to provide an overview of
number of viewers on each of the channels. Let
denote the
number of viewers on the th channel at a time t. Let
be a binary function which defines if the th viewer is
watching the th channel at time t. The number of viewers per
channel
is calculated for each of the 5 interlinked channels.
The dynamic aspect of the channel audience was also calculated as a changing rate of viewers
.
A Gaussian kernel was used for smoothing the data. Similarly,
—the number of viewers was counted for each of the 32
user groups, which gave an overview on the preferences of the
current audience towards different sport disciplines.
The group profile was derived from the individual profiles of
the viewers. The consumer profile is represented by a vector
, where
gives the preference of
the user to the attribute (sport discipline) . The
represents a relevance of the attribute to the user . The group
profile is calculated so that the average preference for the attribute over all consumers who have provided preference value
is calculated as
(1)
Average relevance of a sport discipline to the user group is
calculated as a relative number of users who have rated this sport
discipline and denoted as . Finally, relative importance of the
attribute (sport discipline) to the whole user group is calculated
as the product
. The final vector which represents a group
profile in terms of attribute preferences is
.
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Fig. 2. Audience profiles for “Men”

Fig. 3. Feedback Application window with histogram and time-based comparison of target channels.

Fig. 2 is an example of the weighted group profile
for
the audience group “Men,” indicating that the football is the
most popular sport. Similar group profiles could be calculated
for the audience of a target channel at any time, giving the idea
about preferences of the viewers toward different types of content. Feedback Application is an end-user application for professional users, which analyzes and displays various modalities
of feedback from the entire TV audience. Feedback Application
was designed in such a way that the Video conductor is able to
set up feedback analysis parameters and to review the real-time
aggregated statistical data on audience, including preferences
of the channel viewers, how they rate his show, the results of
voting, and channel statistics etc.
Fig. 3 illustrates the Feedback Application window, which
consists of two panes. While the left one contains a tree-structure for setting the graph parameters, and the right one contains
the graphs created using the settings from the left pane.
• Voting and rating (explicit feedback). The viewers are
able to express their opinion whether they like the current
program or not (rating) and are able to answer for various

voting polls. The results are shown in a graphical format
as a rating chart (histogram or pie chart), and voting result
chart (histogram or pie chart).
• Channel comparison graph based on implicit consumer
feedback. The watching times of Consumers are collected
for each channel and time-based channel viewing statistics is computed. This feedback is even more powerful in
combination with information on consumer profiles. There
are two types of graphs available for displaying channel
viewing statistics: time-based graph and histogram.
Observation of the target groups. The Director is able to
track the distribution of several pre-defined user groups on the
target channel, which provides information about demographic
or interest distribution of viewers on a target channel.
Dynamic Behavior of the Audience: As shown in Fig. 4, histogram charts display trend markers to make it easier for the
user to have a feeling about whether the number of viewers is increasing or not. The Feedback GUI remembers the past values of
viewers on different channels and compares them to the present
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Fig. 4. Typical histogram with trend markers. (Green markers) Increase and
(red markers) decrease in the number of viewers.

values. It then draws line indicators where previous values used
to be. The lines are colored red and green, depending on whether
the number of consumers decreased or increased.
Notifications and Alerts for the Production Team:
Time-based chart provides some additional options and
functionalities. To the right of the graph title there is a set of
buttons, which are used for displaying graph markers. Markers
denote a moment in time when something significant happened
(the director initiated a voting, sent a message etc.). There
are three types of markers: for voting, for messages and for
time-intervals. The markers allow the team to easily observe
the effect of some actions (such as initiation of voting) on the
audience over time.
Besides the markers, the time-graph provides an option of
alarming the professional about some important trends (positive
or negative) in the audience. An example of a negative trend
would be a sudden drop in number of viewers on a channel or
no viewers on the other etc. When an event occurs, the system
alarms the user by painting a color frame around the chart on
which the event occurred. The frame is red for negative events
and green for positive.

III. LIVE INTELLIGENT TV PRODUCTION
At present, management and operation of the video streams is
done by operators, members of the production team. The planning of the contents of the TV show is supported by common
PC-based software tools such as spreadsheets and is not tightly
integrated with the production system [17]–[19]. Today’s TV
production team is working with audio-visual content directly,
and is not supported by dedicated and integrated content management and processing systems. The production workflow is
also not explicitly modeled and supported by any integrated information system, which means that such live production requires highly trained and experienced production teams.
The introduction of multi-channel live TV broadcasting has
brought new challenges and increased demands for live TV production teams. The volume of the input sources for large live
events, such as Olympic Games Beijing 2008, is huge with 12
parallel multi-channels. As a result, while the existing multichannel production is carried out by multi-production teams
on one-team-one-channel basis, the technologies invented and
the concept introduced by LIVE makes it possible to complete
the multi-channel production by one team. Additional benefits
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brought by LIVE also include the concept of the lively interlinked output channels, which are synchronized to create consistent stories across channels. Consequently, the content production team by LIVE system is capable of not only dealing
with the enormous volume increase of content, but also tracking
and synchronizing individual content items on output channels
in parallel.
In an approach to manage the complexity of the concept of interactivity in a live multi-channel production environment and
to provide intelligent decision support, the LIVE consortium has
developed a software system (subsequently called the “LIVE
system”) supporting the broadcaster’s production team during
the preparation and the staging of a media event. The LIVE
system allows capturing, managing, filtering and retrieving situational statements about the context of audio-visual content
used to create the interactive TV show. From the architectural
point of view, the LIVE system consists of five major sub-systems:
• The Metadata Generation System is responsible for the detection, extraction and annotation of live content. It contains automatic annotation tools as well as the human annotation tool, a graphical user interface to be used by a human
annotator.
• The Intelligent Media Asset Information System is a component of the Intelligent Media Framework, which is responsible for the management of the controlled vocabulary,
event information and intelligent media assets. The system
also implements services to manage and query this data.
• The Video Conducting System covers all components necessary for the LIVE staging process. This includes the user
interfaces to be used by the editor and video conductor as
well as interfaces and adapters for the broadcasting environment.
• The Recommender System is responsible for the calculation of content recommendations for professional users
as well as for consumers. In addition, the recommender
system collects and analyzes feedback provided by the
consumer.
• The Consumer System supports the functionality needed at
the user’s end and provides personalization and feedback
options, which are associated with the non-linear multistream video show.
A. Live Staging Domain
The LIVE system provides support, on one hand, during the
preparation phase of an interactive TV show. On the other hand,
it is operational during the production phase. In a field trial in
August 2008, when the system was productively tested and successfully evaluated during the Olympics Games in Beijing, the
LIVE system had to face the following challenges: Up to twelve
parallel clean feeds of audio-visual live material were provided
by the International Olympic Committee. The production team
could monitor all the incoming streams and identify audio-visual content meeting the requirements of the current staging
concept. Additionally the production team could produce five
parallel output streams in order to create a compelling and consistent story across channels. Furthermore the successful production of the show was highly depending on the availability
of archival material on demand. The technical platform of the
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LIVE system therefore comprised the concept of a “production archive” in which several hundred archival clips were kept
ready for immediate on demand playback. A description of the
clips (metadata) of the production archive was developed in
the preparation phase based on the records of the broadcaster’s
archive.
In such a scenario, the production team is confronted with
the complex task to maintain the overview about twelve incoming streams, to produce five thematically interlinked parallel output channels, to keep track of available archival material in the production archive, to insert interactive elements (e.g.
switches and polling) and to monitor the corresponding audience feedback. The overall concept to support and manage the
production process included the design of a knowledge based
middleware to migrate and integrate information about the main
aspects of the staging domain. As a first step to introduce intelligent decision support for the staging domain and to design the
intelligent content model for LIVE, the domain was analyzed
and decomposed into four main informational aspects:
• Event: Information about the event to be staged is crucial for planning the show. During the event, a production
support system has to collect and analyze information in
real-time to support the LIVE staging process. Typically
event related information is provided by dedicated information systems.
• Content: The system has to handle essences (i.e. the raw
video streams) as well as their metadata. Live essences are
created by filming the event (the live feeds) and activities
around the event (e.g. interviews, analysis of experts, etc.).
Also metadata about this kind of content is created under
(near) real-time conditions. Content may also come from
the production archive. The production archive is filled in
the preparation with content from the long term archive.
The provisional user responsible for this preparation is the
archivist. Metadata of prepared content is available prior to
the production phase and typically does not change during
the staging process. However, the usage of prepared content may result in additional metadata and annotations.
• Staging: Staging comprises all knowledge about how an
event is presented to the consumer. This includes: (1) content formats, which consist of general stream types, different types of switching between streams as well as screen
layouts like split screen or picture in picture; (2) stream
profiles that define hot topics for a specific stream and the
target audience of each specific stream; (3) stream interrelations defining situations, in which linkages between two
streams are possible; and (4) audience profile modeling for
the targeted audience of the show.
• User Roles and User Spaces: The LIVE staging process
defines different user roles and three user spaces. The “annotation space” covers all human and software agents assigned to annotate the incoming live feeds. The “production space” covers all the professional users working in
the control room (the conducting team). This includes the
video conductor, editors, archivists and some assistants.
This team performs the actual staging of the show. Finally,
the “user space” covers the consumption of the show by
the consumer and the interaction of the consumer with the
LIVE system and the video conducting team by providing
implicit and explicit feedback.
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Among these informational aspects, a series of relations was
considered to derive requirements for the design of the intelligent content model. For example, the fact that some live content
is produced in the course of a specific event creates an immediate relation between that content and the event. Additionally,
the editor and the video conductor can use archival content to
present special aspects of the event to consumers, thus relating
archival content to the current state of the event and the show.
In the preparation phase this relation is important to search and
find archived content. In the production phase this relation is
important to search and find available content suitable for the
current state of the event.
Apart from the domain specific aspects the following core
knowledge requirements were identified as the foundation of the
design of the intelligent content model for the LIVE domain:
• Make information machine-processable: Knowledge must
be encoded using a formal language and interpretable by
machines to enable the system implementation supporting
knowledge workers in handling content objects.
• Support cross-domain interoperability: Some aspects of
the knowledge about the content are independent of the
application domain, e.g. media coding information, rights
management information, etc. Established standards of
these domains must be respected and aligned to the concept of knowledge content.
• Allow multiple interpretations: This aspect is typically neglected by traditional content management systems, yet
this is important in production environments in which employees with different job roles have different perspectives
on the same content objects.
• Unleash hidden information: This covers the idea to link
content with knowledge that cannot be directly derived
from the content: Media content only contributes to a larger
narrative. Even though only a small part of the story may be
supported by some content it must still be possible to state
that the whole story is related to the content. Looking at
it the other way round, this requirement explains also the
significant weakness of systems that only rely on feature
recognition to explore the meaning that is hidden inside
media objects.
• Make knowledge independent of content: In traditional
media asset management systems, knowledge is typically
dependent on the content object. As the analysis of the
domain showed, this is not a valid assumption for most
of the interrelations between knowledge and content. Particularly, planning activities of knowledge workers first
create a description of the topic of interest, and later search
for suitable content objects, which support the conceived
story. In general, descriptions of the subject of the content
seem to be more dependent on the topic and the user than
on the content itself. Knowledge descriptions (especially
annotations) therefore must be autonomous from the content objects.
B. Towards an Intelligent Content Model for LIVE
Based on the domain analysis and the core knowledge
requirements, several content models have been assessed
for the LIVE staging domain (see [22] for an overview and
comparison), e.g. MIPS (Multimedia Information Presentation
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System) developed a distributed, knowledge based media annotation and presentation system ([26]). With the rise of semantic
technologies, content models with ontological grounding were
developed, e.g. the ZYX model ([21]), the Enhanced Multimedia Objects (EMMOs, see [22]), and the Knowledge Content
Objects (KCOs, [20]). These models incorporated other multimedia content description schemes, such as the MPEG-7 and
MPEG-21 standards, to describe facets of the content models.
The LIVE staging domain was finally mapped to a knowledge
structure which forms the basis of the intelligence of the LIVE
system. The KCO model was used as a starting point for LIVE’s
intelligent content model because the KCO concept already addressed several aspects of the core knowledge requirements of
the LIVE staging domain. However, even this model had to be
extended to cover the real-time aspects and the capability aspect
to contextualize content depending on user preferences and to
allow efficient and comprehensive storage and retrieval ([25]).
The resulting knowledge model consisted of three sub-models,
which will be described in the following sections.
1) Term Model: The Term Model defines the foundation of
the knowledge structure. It is based on functionalities defined in
the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) and supports the definition of vocabularies, terms, term metadata and semantic relations in between terms. In addition, the Term Model
defines a base typology for terms (the “term type hierarchy”)
which on the one hand aims to ease the definition of controlled
vocabularies for application domains by providing a simple hierarchy, and on the other hand provides additional semantics
exploited by the other knowledge models of the LIVE staging
domain. All terms of the controlled vocabularies are aligned to
the term type hierarchy.
The semantics for the categories are based on the DOLCE
foundational ontology ([27]) and one of its extensions, the Descriptions and Situations (DnS) ontology ([23]).
2) Event Domain Model: The Event Domain Model provides
a knowledge structure to describe events. It supports the definition of formal statements describing the current state (annotating) or a future state (planning) of events. Such statements are
used to describe the staged event as well as the staging process
itself. They are instantiations of concepts defined in the Event
Domain Model (e.g. Agent, Activities, Events, Settings). Basically this model can be used to describe any kind of event but in
the scope of LIVE it is mainly used to formally describe planning information about sport events. During the course of the
event, it is used to store knowledge about specific activities and
the athletes performing those activities. With respect to staging,
this model is used to define the setting of a show and the single
streams, anticipated parts of the show as well as specific activities performed by the video conductor or the editor as part
of the production of the show. The Event Domain Model uses
controlled vocabularies based on the Term Model as part of its
knowledge structure.
The foundation of the Event Domain Model is provided by
two design patterns of the DOLCE foundational ontology ([27]).
The first one is the participation pattern describing that individuals and objects can participate in activities. The second one
is the agent-activity pattern, which provides a specialization of
the DnS pattern used for the term type hierarchy. This pattern,
as shown in Fig. 5, describes that individuals with a specific role
participate in actions corresponding to specific tasks.
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Fig. 5. LIVE term type hierarchy.

C. Intelligent Media Framework
Once the knowledge model for the LIVE staging domain is
defined, a software framework can be introduced to make all this
knowledge accessible and operational: The role of the “Intelligent Media Framework” (IMF, shown in Fig. 6) in the production process is to accept and handle partial information about
media items, to add semantic information to the items and to
infer and attach contextual knowledge to the items by relating
them to the events. It furthermore provides knowledge services
that offer controlled vocabularies related to the current context
of a stream to guarantee the unambiguousness of the terms used.
The IMF provides the knowledge infrastructure for the LIVE
system and is based on a multi-tier service-oriented architecture in which all interfaces to external components are modeled
as Web services (see [24] and shown in Fig. 7).
• Knowledge Service: Provides access to the vocabularies
and terms stored in the LIVE knowledge base. The knowledge base holds the terms used in the LIVE system. As an
example, the Human Annotation Tool uses the Knowledge
Service to retrieve relevant information about all participants of an event, as well as initializing its user interface
with annotation terms based on the vocabulary of the discipline of the selected event.
• Event Information Service: Provides access to information
that is specific to a staged event. During preparation, this
includes the date and location of the event as well as the
participants. While staging an event, related information
to this event, such as activities, are collected and stored.
• IMA Service: Provides access to knowledge based content
annotations—the Intelligent Media Assets (IMAs). This
service can be used to access information about prepared
content as well as content annotations that have been created during the live staging about the incoming live feeds.
• Semantic Context Service: This service uses a semantic
index to provide queries and access to the semantically enhanced context of any resource managed by the IMF. This
includes terms, event settings, events, activities, agents as
well as intelligent media assets. The IMF supports three
levels of semantic contexts based on the topic classification type.
• Action Message Queue: The IMF includes a messaging
system to support the real-time aspect of the LIVE staging
environment. The Action Message Queue represents this
subsystem as a notification service about the current state
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the intelligent media framework.

Fig. 7. Services of the intelligent media framework.

of the event, the staging and available content to the other
components of the LIVE Production Support System.
• User Service: Provides authentication to applications.

D. Putting the Intelligence Into “Action”
In the previous sections, we pointed out the knowledge structure of the LIVE system and introduced the Intelligent Media
Framework to make this knowledge structure operational. This
section gives three examples of how the intelligence of the LIVE
system is actually applied in areas of real-time annotation, to information visualization and to the recommendation of audio-visual materials.
Conceptually we distinguish three types of applications (1)
Tools and components used for the population of the knowledge
model in the preparation phase (e.g. the Event Ingest Tool to retrieve and edit event related information). (2) Tools for real-time
annotation and for the update of information in the production
phase (e.g. the Human Annotation Tool). (3) Tools and components utilizing the acquired knowledge as well as the semantic
context service to provide intelligent decision support in the production phase (e.g. the Staging Console and the Content Recommender). Common to all three types of applications is the
fact, which the underlying complex knowledge model had to be
“flattened” and “hidden” on the user interface level to allow an

easy-to-use access to the functions even under the pressure of
the real-time requirements of a live production environment. At
the same time, the references to the knowledge model has to be
maintained and meaningful, and the contextualized information
has to be delivered to (or retrieved from) the Intelligent Media
Framework in the background.
To give some figures from the field trial which was executed
on three weekends during the Olympic Games in August 2008
with an average production time of five hours per day: The LIVE
knowledge model was populated with 18.000 terms in 65 vocabularies. These terms comprised 23000 athletes, 14000 officials,
6500 events and 1100 teams. During the production phase, a
total of 110000 action messages were sent, 100000 activities
were detected and stored and 18000 knowledge items were created.
1) Knowledge Extraction and Real-Time Annotation: Although content-based retrieval of digital media is found more effective in querying multimedia data, it suffers one basic problem
to fill the gap between low-level features and high-level semantics [28], [29]. Accordingly, extraction of semantics for automatic content annotation is emphasized, especially for content-rich video sources [30], [31]. The preliminary purpose for
automatic annotation is to release the huge labor burden from
manual annotation and also improve the flexibility and accuracy. This can be achieved through automatic extraction of semantics in the video sources, which include semantic events and
concepts as well as classification of its associated disciplines
[32]–[34]. Accordingly, the work will help to fast categorizing
and retrieving of relevant videos towards effective management
for post-production applications.
Real-time annotations are used to create event situation statements and set content in context of an event. They are also used
to inform the LIVE system about updates on the state of an
event. This is accomplished in three ways: (1) By automatic detection components monitoring the incoming live streams and
sending annotations to the Intelligent Media Framework. (2)
By human annotators producing manual annotations of monitored audio-visual streams using a graphical user interface. (3)
By messages from an external event information system (called
Sport Information System) which filtered real-time information
from the official Olympic information system and transferred
them to the Intelligent Media Framework.
The automatic annotation system can be combined with other
supporting technologies and form a complete system for content-based video annotation, retrieval and delivery. To illustrate
how the system works, a diagram is given in Fig. 8, which contains two main parts, i.e., extracting part and application part.
The former focuses on extraction of several events and semantic
concepts for content indexing and automatic annotation; while
the latter uses these indexed semantics for video retrieval and
delivery. The retrieved results can be summarized for efficient
delivery in accordance to the requirement of the application, i.e.
a quality index of the video determined by the network for data
transmission. As seen, this helps to provide a useful strategy for
content adaptation in retrieval and network transmission applications.
In order to achieve automatic annotation, effective extraction
of semantic concepts and events from video sequences is
required. Consequently, some technical requirements for the
system can be summarized as follows.
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Fig. 8. Diagram of knowledge extraction and automatic annotation system.

• Compressed-domain processing for efficiency, where access to DC-images and motion vectors is essential for several functional components in terms feature extraction and
classification;
• Machine-learning techniques such as support vector machine (SVM) and Bayesian statistical analysis are used for
decision making;
• Data organization and indexing techniques for efficient
data management.
For efficiency, online processing is implemented in the compressed domain to avoid time-consuming inverse discrete cosine
transforms (IDCT) [35], [36]. Several novel features can be extracted including statistical analysis of conventional DC-images
[37]–[42], the inter-frame difference and motion prediction errors. These indicators are then used for shot boundary detection
(SBD) [37], [38], camera motion detection [39], [43] and extraction of human objects and several semantic concepts [42].
Please note that the SBD techniques had been successfully applied in TRECVID’07 in which the performance on cut detection and an overall evaluation are ranked the first and the third
among all participated teams all over the world [37].
Camera motion here refers to zooming, panning and tilting,
where zooming in of human objects is particularly desired as
close-up events which is often encountered in sports videos
[39], [43], [56]. In addition, human objects are detected via
statistical modeling of skin pixels plus spatial-temporal filtering
[44]–[51]. The statistic approach is found robust to the change
of pose and size where template-based techniques such as
Haar-like features may fail.
Semantic concepts including outdoor, indoor, building, sky
and plant together with hierarchical classification of sport disciplines are implemented [42], [57]. In fact, the support vector machine (SVM) is utilized for this purpose, using low level features
including color, edge and texture measurements. For plant and
the sky, dominant colors of green and blue are respectively exploited. Meanwhile, edge information can be used to distinguish
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natural scenes and artificial objects [52]. The former contains
edges of arbitrary directions and lengths and the latter has long
and straight lines, especially for building and indoor scenes. In
addition, there are no apparent edges in the sky object. Furthermore, coarse and fine texture details can be found respectively
in outdoor vs. indoor and building vs. sky scenarios. These are
then used for supervised learning in detecting the semantics concepts for retrieval and annotation applications.
With extracted semantics, videos can be retrieved using their
associated semantic contents. To cope with their large sizes for
efficiency in delivery, content adaptive video summarization is
proposed which aims to represent the video in a short version
while keeping the most important contents [53]–[55]. In principle, the essential strategy is to choose the most meaningful
parts of videos to form the summary while ignoring the less important ones, which are often referred to as content of interests
(COI). In our system, these COIs are defined using our extracted
semantics hence the summarized videos are capable of keeping
these semantics for consistency in video retrieval. Again, the
developed summarization techniques have also been applied to
BBC Rush Videos in TRECVID’08 with very promising results
being achieved [53], in which effective shot detection plays crucial roles in dividing input video streams into content-consistent sections [58]–[60]. According to the network performance,
a quality index is then determined to decide the size of summarized video for transmission. As seen, this helps to provide
a useful strategy for content adaptation in retrieval and network
delivery applications.
In the annotation system, most of the low-level processing is
embedded for simplicity [57]. The user only needs to specify a
sequence as input, then the system will automatically analyze
the video and generate knowledge as output to denote the extracted semantics. Meanwhile, the user can control the play of
the video and also browse the annotations. Finally, the annotated
outputs can be stored for re-usage in the live stage production
process.
The Human Annotation Tool for example used the Event Domain Model to retrieve information about the event, such as
its participants, the types of activities related to the discipline
of event (e.g. “overtaking” for a bicycle race), etc. During the
field trial a team of annotators simultaneously annotated two
Olympic live streams each based on a controlled vocabulary (obtained from the Term Model), but also free text annotations were
allowed. Internally annotations are encoded as MPEG-7 annotations and transferred to the IMF message queues for further
processing. This mechanism is also used for automatically detected annotation (e.g. black screen detection, no motion detection, face recognition, etc.).
Real-time event updates are accomplished by connecting the
LIVE system to an external event information system called
“Sport Information System,” which provides real-time updates
on the state of an event (e.g. time of an athlete after the first
lap, the result list of a race, a detailed status about the participation of an athlete, location information, weather information,
etc.) Most of this information is retrieved in a push type mode
and aligned to the LIVE knowledge structure by the messaging
and subscription mechanisms provided by the Intelligent Media
Framework.
2) Staging Support: The general purpose of the LIVE
Staging Console (see in Fig. 9) is to provide useful information
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Fig. 9. LIVE Staging Console.

to professional users in the production room. The Staging
Console is a central decision support application filtering and
highlighting annotations and messages in the context of the
show. It makes full use of the underlying knowledge model
(e.g. to semantically enriched annotations), yet presents this
information in a user friendly manner. Several panels are offered by the application: the event schedule is displayed in the
style of a Gantt chart and as a list. Moreover, the incoming live
streams are displayed with additional information (e.g. type of
sport, nationality of participants) about the actual context of
the streams. This information is retrieved from the knowledge
model by combining the content and event information with
the notifications from the automatic and manual annotation
components (e.g. black screen detection, no motion detection)
in real-time. Three panels of the Staging Console show filtered,
prioritized and highlighted event situation statements created by
the human annotators or by the Sport Information System. The
statements of the human annotators usually contain valuable
information for the production team and the audience.
3) Content Recommender: Essentially, the concept of the
Content Recommender system within the TV production was
introduced to address the issues of the on-the-fly content selection from the TV archives during live production and personalization of the TV channels according to the preferences of the
target audience groups (an example of such profile is shown in
Fig. 2). The main goal of the Content Recommender is to enable
usage of archived content within the live production scenario. It
provides a user interface as shown in Fig. 10 for the professional
user to search and retrieve archived clips. On the other hand, it
provides automatic methods, which combine preferences of the
target audience (the TV viewers) with the predefined topics of
the TV program, in order to find the relevant content in the pro-

duction archive. In this way it supports the production of personalized and targeted TV channels, directed to specific TV audience groups.
In the first stage, the Content Recommender retrieves a list of
clips from the archive that fit to the given content query (or template), the event and the action context. To generate context-dependent and personalized recommendations, the Content Recommender receives action messages produced by automatic or
human annotation systems. These messages carry information
about the actual activities (actions) within the event (and the incoming video streams). This information enables the Content
Recommender to build a real-time working context for the content search. An example of a real-time event action context is
given below:

The action message updates the working context of the Recommender, so that the Athlete Name value of the Athlete Interview Template is set to the name of the athlete who won the
actual race. The Recommender can be programed to react to
specific action messages by triggering automatic content search
in the archive. The search query is based on the selected content
search template combined with the real-time action context. In
this way, the matching video clips are retrieved from the archive.
A second stage of computation involves personalized ranking
of the candidate clips based on the preferences of the target audience, and produces personalized content recommendations for
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the target viewer group. A degree of relevance
of a content
item to the target group user profile is then computed as a
scalar product
(2)
where the content item is described by the attribute vector
containing attribute weights, and the user group profile is given
. This equation represents
by the attribute preferences vector
a common cosine similarity metrics usually used within the recommender systems. The attributes of content items are selected
to be compatible with metadata description of content items,
and this includes TV genres from TVAnytime specification [63],
and sport disciplines from SportML description scheme. For exchange of user and group profiles between systems, a MPEG-7
[64] User Preferences and User History description schemes
have been used.
The final recommended content list is sorted according to the
degree of relevance . The best matching content items have
and appear at the top of the recommended content
the highest
is shown as percentage for each
list. The relevance value
content item presented to the Director, an example of which is
shown in Fig. 10.
The Content Recommender is thus helping the production
team with the task of archived content retrieval by applying three
types of criteria for automatic recommendations, which include:
(i) The Editor can specify in advance the type of content he
would like to show by setting up a search template and
specifying the information known in advance, such as the
target sport discipline, the athlete start list, and the content or genre of the clip (for example, “interview with the
winner of the Men’s 50m freestyle Final”).
(ii) The action messages will trigger the content search by
providing the required real-time input such as winning
athlete’s name.
(iii) The long-term preferences of the target audience will
influence final ranking of the recommended clips, for
example some athletes might be more popular than the
others.
IV. EVALUATION OF LIVE SYSTEM VIA OLYMPIC FIELD TRIAL
The LIVE Olympic Trial is carried out by six days of broadcasting multi-channel Olympic programs, which totaled to 138
hours of video materials that was broadcasted to 489 registered
users. During the trial, the new tools for Director-Audience
communication and feedback were continually used, and the
production team made a sequence of experiments on how to use
the tools in a most efficient manner. Assessments were made
on how such new interactivity options are accepted by the test
viewers.
During six days of the trial, a total of 37 information flashes
were sent to the viewers, the majority of them (59%) were
announcing the next program topic, for example “Stay tuned!
Coming next: 100-meter Sprints-Men”. Latest sport news,
apologies and voting results were also presented by the information flashes.
The polling (voting) was also used in the field trial of the
LIVE system, and total of 39 polls were made. The polls are
divided into 5 categories: Program planning (59%), Viewers’
opinion (18%), Users’ acceptance of the content or format
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(15%) and entertainment (8%). Questions were mostly sent to
all channels, only some were sent to individual channel.
The “switch” option allowed the production team to control
and guide audience over the channels. The team could propose
to the viewers to switch to another channel, by announcing the
contents of the target channel. The option was extensively used
(total 144 times) during the trial.
The interview with the Director proved that the new real-time
communication and feedback options became very important
for him during the trial, and that he considered this as an indispensable tool, which he wanted to use in his daily work. He
considered the polling function as a kind of decision support for
his work, and through the results he gained validation and confirmation of his decisions from his viewers. Through the trial, he
gained positive experiences in the developed tools, and his final
verdict was positive, as the feedback system became for him a
personal highlight of the trial production.
The users’ acceptance of the LIVE program format and interactive elements was assessed by the market research done
by GfK Austria. Results show that the overall user satisfaction
was very high, and 94% respondents stated that they enjoyed
the trial. The satisfaction was the highest among users who are
generally interested in interactive TV. In terms of interactive
elements, the switch function is well received, with which 87%
users were satisfied. The next satisfactory level is with the voting
system, with which 75 % of the audience is positive, and many
viewers appreciated that by using this function they were able to
influence the program content. As a matter of fact, the viewers
stated that through polls they gained the feeling that the broadcaster responded to their interests. Additionally, 21 users liked
the possibility to express their own opinions.
To prove and evaluate the results achieved in more than
two years of research, the LIVE project performed a field
trial during the Summer Olympic 2008 in Beijing with invited
IPTV customers in Austria. LIVE’s partner ORF and a team
of researchers produced an interactive, multi-channel live TV
program for six days to provide consumers with an enhanced
viewing experience. By dynamically linking the program
streams, providing always up-to-date program information and
with the help of a moderation team, the audience was given
orientation and navigation support within the multi-channel
program bouquet. Further, the test audience directly influenced
the flow and the content of the broadcast by switching channels
and giving feedback. The following paragraphs give more
details on the setting and preparation of the field trial, including
detailed description and discussion of its execution and results.
A. Setting Up
The Olympic field trial was primarily planned by ORF like
any other live sports production. A specific production plan dedicated to the LIVE consortium was created by specifying the
schedule, the personnel and the technical resources. Since the
field trial productions had to be performed in parallel to ORF’s
main coverage of the Olympics, the limited resources had to
be shared in most the production processes. Thus the field trial
production also benefitted from the proceeding preparation on
ORF’s main channel ORF-1. Tasks, such as booking of live
feeds from Beijing, creating a dedicated on-air screen, design
or producing special documentaries on China, were performed
once and were used for both productions. A full-fledged sports
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control room, a studio, a commentator spot (off-tube), a room
for the technical equipment and last but not least a dedicated
production team was provided by ORF. The team consisted of:
• a director, performing the role of the video conductor;
• an editor, responsible for content selection and preparation;
• two video and two audio engineers, dealing with two outgoing signals each
• an ITV assistant, timely creating interactive elements
• two production archive assistants, taking care of the
archived video content
• three human annotators, annotating two incoming feeds in
parallel
• two moderators, a couple of commentators and additional
technical staff
Twelve live feeds from Beijing, a number of additional clips
stored on the production archive, studio cameras and a mobile
camera for “behind-the-scenes” footages were available for the
production of six live shows with four interlinked channels. To
support the production team in the task of staging an interactive
multi-channel program, the second prototype version of LIVE’s
technical system was set up at the production site. A technical
project team was available before and during the productions to
assure the appropriate operation of the system.
The test audience comprised nearly 500 invited and registered
Austrian households with an installed IPTV platform. A dedicated test platform provided by Telekom Austria was used to
distribute the bouquet, and its interactive elements in parallel to
the regular TV programs were made available only to the test audience. While it is desirable to quantify the assessment of LIVE
system, the cost of providing consumers with the same programs
broadcasted with LIVE and without makes it difficult to facilitate during the 2008 Olympics field trial.
B. Preparation
The preparation of the Olympic field trial comprised production related aspects like planning of resources, content related
tasks including selection of archive clips as well as technical
setups and tests. Since the production plan and other details of
the setting were already introduced, the following paragraphs
will concentrate on the preparation of content and other technical aspects.
1) Content Preparation: The preparation of content has already been identified to be the most crucial and time consuming
at an early project phase. Audio-visual material from the longterm archive had to be specified, selected and tailored. The related metadata was imported, enhanced and stored in LIVE’s Intelligent Media Framework. The ingested clips were also used
for training the automatic detection, extraction and annotation
algorithms.
Apart from the audio-visual material, the Intelligent Media
Framework itself had to be prepared. Terms, topics, and categories of the Summer Olympics and their relations had to be
modeled and represented in LIVE’s central knowledge base.
Moreover, the set of event information provided by the central
information system of the Olympic Games had to be imported
and on-demand updated during the production.
2) Technical Tests and Setups: Systematic testing of the
LIVE System was started at an earlier stage of development.
The system components were installed on a dedicated hardware
platform and iteratively tested in relation to distinct usage
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scenarios. The testing was completed by final system tests
in concentrating on aspects of performance, robustness and
scalability. Afterwards, the system was deployed as part of the
broadcasting infrastructure at the premises of ORF.
The deployment of the system was planned and prepared in
close cooperation with ORF’s technical department well in advance. Inspections of the premises took place and detailed cabling and setup sketches were created to guarantee a fast and
successful integration of the system. Most of the cabling and
dedicated network connections were prepared in conjunction
with the required adaptations and reconstructions of the control
room RP12. Since this control room normally is equipped for
producing one outgoing signal at a time, additional equipment
and work spaces had to be integrated to allow for four outgoing
signals in total. Besides a second video and audio engineering
work space, places for the ITV and the two production archive
assistants and their related work stations had to be arranged. The
three human annotation spaces were set up outside the control
room in a near by room where the technical team was monitoring the operation of the LIVE System.
C. Execution
In cooperation with the LIVE research team and supported by
the LIVE System, the production team produced six live shows
with four interlinked channels over three weekends during the
Olympic Summer Games 2008. Each production took about six
hours and ran in parallel to ORFs main Olympic coverage broadcasted on ORF-1. 12 live feeds from Beijing and archived material were therefore used, including live camera feeds from the
studio. The main channel of the interactive bouquet Olympia
1 comprised interviews with studio guests and “Behind-thescenes” reports shot by the mobile camera team. In addition,
a number of documentaries about China, the athletes and highlights of the Games were presented on this channel. The three
remaining channels Olympia 2 to 4 concentrated on the live coverage of the competitions and on archived highlights of the past
few days.
In most of the times, the production team followed a detailed plan (run-downs) for the current production day based on
a common staging concept. Prior to each production, a short
briefing of the team took place, where the editor presented the
current plan and the director instructed the moderators and the
mobile camera crew. In case of a program change on one of the
four channels, the team was instructed by the director in accordance to the plan. He also instructed the commentators sitting
either in Beijing or in the local off-tube compartment next to
the studio. To share the commentators abort but also to coordinate the programs, the director kept in contact with the team
producing in parallel on ORF-1. The goal was not to show the
same pictures as ORF-1 since the channel was also included in
the interactive bouquet for the test audience.
Invited by the moderators and informed by textual inserts,
the audience could get in contact with the production team and
thereby influence the program. Besides various poll offerings,
the consumers could also ask questions and comment on the
program via email or chat. Consumers not actively responding
to the participation offerings can still influence the program
through their viewing behavior. On a central screen, the video
conductor and his team can observe the current audience charts
and reacted accordingly (See Figs. 3 and 4).
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Fig. 10. LIVE content recommender.

To inform the audience about the current events or any new
program items within the bouquet or breaking news, the production team created textual and picture-in-picture inserts to be
included in the broadcast together with other relevant information and interactive elements to be distributed via the IPTV platform. By setting the corresponding switches, the audience is not
only informed about a program offering, but also those interactive elements directly linked to the related channels, providing
sufficient attraction and information to enable the audience to
make the right choices.
D. Findings and Results
The field trial demonstrated impressively the advantages
of the LIVE concept for both consumers and producers. This
is proved by the audience response during and by consumer
market research that followed the field trial. As the results of the
latter were already presented at the beginning of this section,
the following concentrates on the production and system related
findings of the field trial.
1) Production Related: One of the main tasks of the field
trial is to evaluate the LIVE concept and its introduction of a
novel interactive multi-channel TV format. In addition to creating a good and interesting program, the goal is to establish a
dialog between the audience and the production team. With the
LIVE system implemented on the IPTV platform, interactive
elements are presented to the consumers, and their behavior or
responses are reported back to the control room, especially the
polling results that influenced the program flow more often in
an instant operation manner. It proves effective and interesting
by asking the consumers for their views on a topic or favorite
programs, which initiates spontaneous polls in accordance with
their on-going watching.
As a result, the field trial is essentially used to try out direct ways of communicating with the audience. A video telephony tool was used not only to talk or chat with consumers,
but also to bring them directly into the show on the screen.

Since this idea was innovative, the audience was initially interested and curious. Such attitude changed during the field trial
and, in the market research study, it was revealed that this way
of communication was predominantly not acceptable. Nonetheless, the overall LIVE concept and especially its interactive elements were positively rated by the consumers throughout the
trial, as indicated by both the market research and email reactions.
2) Technical Aspects: The LIVE System supports the production team with its research and development results integrated as software tools and services in ORF’s production environment. On average, 12000 annotations per hour were created, respectively received and processed by the LIVE System.
Despite this enormous load, the system performed well during
the productions, which is illustrated by the fact that 254 interactive elements were launched on the IPTV platform, 60 percent
of them switches, 25 percents polls and 15 percent information
boxes. A total of 11800 consumer feedback messages were returned to the LIVE System, which were then analyzed and presented to the video conducting team.
During the field trial, possible improvements of the developed
LIVE tools and systems are also closely monitored and analyzed, which also reveals that (i) modular design of the LIVE
system helps the consortium to easily identify the strength and
weakness of the system; (ii) the field trial arranged not only provides opportunities for the consortium to get a deeper understanding of the TV production process, but also helps to bridge
the gap between the media production and technical developments; and (iii) experiences gained from the field trial provide a
range of possibilities for further research and improvements on
the LIVE concept.
V. CONCLUSION
At present, leading-edge media organizations support the end
users in creating a personalized media consumption experience
via adding pre-filtered A/V Content, writing comments to a blog
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and participating in their own communities. No existing example, however, is found in the iTV market where media professionals and organizations ask their audience to give feedback
during a live mass media production in order to open a live
public debate and change the running shows accordingly. This
paper describes such a system by introducing a LIVE concept
funded under European Framework-6 Research Programme.
In the field trial of LIVE during the Olympic Games 2008, the
public TV Station ORF allowed the audience to get in contact
with the live sport director in the control room during the live
Olympic Games Broadcast in order to influence the show. The
LIVE team realized the novel concept of “Video Conducting”
and the results of the field trial are reported in this section.
The iTV technology enables new interaction possibilities between the TV production and the TV consumers. Through the
real-time feedback channel and analysis of feedback, the TV
viewer is able to actively influence the content of the live TV
program such as transmission of the sport event. This new concept of interactive TV production was tested within EU project
“LIVE” during the Olympic Games 2008. The evaluation of the
concept included 489 households in Austria which were able to
receive multi-channel live coverage of the Olympic Games, produced by ORF and supported by the LIVE system. The results
of the evaluation have shown the great promise of this concept
and the acceptance of the presented tools by the professional
users inside the chain of TV productions.
On one hand LIVE brings into the production office the new
real-time information on audience behavior and preferences,
which can also be used for future content planning and audience
acceptance level analyzing. On the other hand, the response
from the consumers who watch the LIVE channels shows that
they really appreciate such new experience of interactions.
Through the voting feedback, the audience is capable of influencing the content of the show, and hence they can become
more engaged with the TV programs. Although the field trial
was realized on the ipTV platform of Telekom Austria, the
LIVE system can operate on other interactive TV platforms
too. Within the project, a prototype based on MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) and a WebTV demonstrator based on
Microsoft Silverlight were also implemented. All interfaces for
communicating with the given interactive platform are grouped
within dedicated gateway services, which can be easily adapted,
since the LIVE system is developed in a modular way. Instead
of defined and fixed interfaces, LIVE relies on a set of requirements that need to be met by any given interactive platform.
Those requirements comprise both hardware and software
components. In addition to the encoding, signaling and transmission facilities to bring the produced a/v streams onto the
given iTV platform, establishment of a dialog with the audience
is crucial for LIVE system. As a result, dedicated software for
creating and controlling interactive elements remotely from
the TV control room on the consumer end devices has to be
available or needs to be developed. The consumer end device
needs to be capable of presenting those elements promptly after
the creation as graphical overlays on top of the video streams.
For the feedback analysis, the consumer end device needs to
support the instant transmission of consumer responses and the
tracked consumer actions.
In addition to the apparent benefit of using LIVE system for
multi-channel live productions at reduced costs (in LIVE, four
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channels were produced by one production team instead of one
team per channel), the direct dialog with the consumer ensures
the production of high quality programs that can tailor the demand of the audience. As a result, the feedback channel and
its instant tracking of consumer actions in combination with
the known consumer profiles make it possible for new business models, such as targeted advertisements, to be introduced
into the broadcasting industry. While the consumer receives advertisements well tailored for his profile and interests, the TV
broadcaster can offer classified and targeted consumer groups
to advertisers without compromising on quality and impact of
the existing classical TV advertisements.
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